Scope
This study was aimed to examine quan- 
Literature Review
A large number of studies are being conducted based on sub-fields analysis. It will throw light on the nature, quantum and trends of research in a particular subfield being undertaken by the researcher in a given country. Todorov(1989) Science research in India with regard to its various branches, channels of commu-nications used, authorship pattern, institution wise productivity and collaborative research has been investigated by Karki(1990) 
Methodology
The three databases namely MEDLINE Here ' all' refers to the comparison set 
Cluster Analysis
The cluster analysis is one such method, which has been adopted in this study to minimize the data into groups/clusters. MDS is a set of mathematical techniques that enables the researches to uncover the hidden structure. This technique has been used in disciplines such as Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Education, Economics, etc., and currently it is also been used in the field of Library and Information Science.
Limitation
This study is confined to the literature 
Analysis and Discussion
We have already discussed the details of growth rate of Hepatitis literature in our previous paper, which was published in the Tables 4 and 5 respectively.
Publication output of various countries in different sub-fields of Hepatitis during 1984-1993
The distribution of countries in the subfields for the period 1984-1993 is shown in Table 4 , which reveals that publications on ' General Medicine' has resulted in higher number (12,649) followed by ' Gastroen- For the purpose of analysis, the clustering levels of individual sub-fields with respective countries are consolidated and the data presented in Table 16 . It is seen from Table-16 The sub-fields in the group 1 and 4 figured in the positive side of the Euclidean distance model. The sub-field in group-1 reveals higher productivity of publications.
The sub-fields in the group-2 and 3 namely " GAS" , " HEP" , " VIR" , " MIC" and From the above analysis, the sub-fields " GEN" , " GAS" , " HEP" , " VIR" , " MIC" and " PHA" have more impact on Hepatitis research than other sub-fields considered in the study. The similar result has also been noticed in the cluster analysis <Figure 2>.
Conclusion:
It was found that there were high pri- Euclidean distance model of MDS shows that the sub-fields " General Medicine" , " Gastroenterology" , " Hepatology" , " Virology" , " Microbiology" and " Pharmacology" have more impact on Hepatitis research than other sub-fields considered in the study. In the productivity of Pediatrics sub -field, India is in the third position.
